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How to Use This Product

Recorder Express Interactive is appropriate for interactive 
whiteboards and individual computers. Learn how to  
play the soprano recorder with this innovative software,  
designed to be used alone or with the popular Recorder 
Express method book!

Lesson Screen

Title Screen

Touch the HOME icon to return  
to the title screen at any time.

Touch the HELP icon  
to bring up specific  

instructions for each  
part of the lesson. Touch the FLIP icon to move the navigation  

controls (the HOME, NUMBER, and HELP icons) 
from one side of the screen to the other.

Touch the TICKET icon to bring up the “Vocab Express,” which  
introduces and reviews important musical symbols and terms.

Touch the NUMBER icons to navigate between 
the different screens in each lesson.

Touch the HELP icon  
for detailed explanations  
of the tools and icons that 

you will see throughout  
this program.

Touch any of the train 
cars to navigate to a  

specific lesson.

Touch the PLAY icon to hear demonstrations 
and play-along accompaniments, included 

throughout the course.


